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Summary of IENG Sary’s Appeal Against the OCIJ’s Order on IENG Sary’s 
Motion Against the Application of Command Responsibility, 13 April 2010 
 
Introduction 

On 13 April 2010, the Defence submitted an Appeal against the OCIJ’s Order on IENG 
Sary’s Motion Against the Application of Command Responsibility (“Impugned Order”).  
The Defence submits that the OCIJ erred in rejecting: (a) IENG Sary’s Motion against the 
Application of Command Responsibility at the ECCC (“First Motion”) on the ground that 
it seeks declaratory relief; and (b) his Alternative Motion on the Limits of the 
Applicability of Command Responsibility at the ECCC (“Alternative Motion”) (together 
“Command Responsibility Motions) on the ground that it is duplicitous.  The OCIJ stated 
in the Impugned Order that, by filing the Alternative Motion, the Defence had attempted 
to circumvent the page limit set out in the Practice Direction on Filing.   

Summary of Arguments 
 
a. The Appeal is admissible 
 
The OCIJ’s refusal to address the issues raised in the Command Responsibility Motions 
has resulted in a constructive denial of the relief requested.  However, the Defence must 
not be prevented from exercising its right under Rule 74(3)(a) to appeal orders 
confirming the jurisdiction of the ECCC.  The Appeal must also be accepted so as not to 
violate Mr IENG Sary’s fundamental fair trial rights, including having due notice of the 
forms of liability that may be applied against him. 
 
b. Request for public, oral hearing 
 
A public, oral hearing is necessary to fully and transparently address the issues, which do 
not raise any issues which must be kept confidential. 
 
c. The OCIJ erred in rejecting the First Motion because it considered that this motion 

sought declaratory relief 
 
Rule 74(3)(a) explicitly states that the Defence may appeal jurisdictional issues to the 
Pre-Trial Chamber. The Defence’s request for a declaration on the applicable law on 
command responsibility is a challenge to the jurisdiction of the ECCC to apply this mode 
of liability, which is vital to determine at this stage. Otherwise, the scope of the charges 
will remain uncertain until judgement in Case 002. Rule 67(2), relied on by the OCIJ, 
does not authorize the OCIJ to ignore valid jurisdictional challenges raised before 
issuance of the Closing Order. 
 
d. The OCIJ erred in rejecting the Alternative Motion because it considered it 

“duplicitous” 
 
The OCIJ erred in concluding that the Command Responsibility Motions are 
“duplicitous”. They deal with entirely different issues.  In the pleadings context, they are 
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not duplicitous in that they did not allege two or more matters in one plea. Nor are they 
are duplicitous in the sense of being “deceitful,” “double dealing,” or “repetitive.” In fact, 
the OCIJ acted ultra vires when, on 12 February 2010, it ordered the Defence to file all 
the arguments raised in the Command Responsibility Motions in one 15 page document. 
The Defence acted in accordance with its obligation of due diligence to protect IENG 
Sary’s fair trial rights by fully addressing each of the jurisdictional issues raised.  In any 
event, neither of the Command Responsibility Motions exceeded 15 pages.  
 
e. Command responsibility is not a form of liability recognized in Cambodian law 
 
The ECCC is a Cambodian court which must follow Cambodian Law. The 1956 Penal 
Code has been officially recognized as in force in Cambodia during 1975-79.   Because 
command responsibility is not found in the 1956 Penal Code, and the Establishment Law 
does not create a new substantive domestic criminal law, application of command 
responsibility would violate the principle of nullum crimen sine lege (see paragraph (g) 
below). 
 
f. Command responsibility was not part of customary international law in 1975-79 
 
1) Post World War II (“WWII”) case law does not define the elements of command 

responsibility 
 
Some post-WWII trials applied notions of command responsibility as a form of liability; 
however none of the statutory texts creating the post-WWII tribunals actually contained 
provisions setting out this form of liability. Their verdicts were short and contained 
limited, if any, legal reasoning. There was also gross inconsistency as to the mens rea 
required. This lack of clarity, as well as the widespread criticism that tribunals were 
applying “victor’s justice,” demonstrates that post-WWII cases are of limited legal and 
moral value. 
 
2) State practice does not show that command responsibility existed in customary 
  international law in 1975-79 
 
Most States, like Cambodia, did not have specific command responsibility provisions in 
their penal codes in 1975-79. Where national legal regimes did contain such provisions, 
they were not uniform enough to establish the consistent State practice required to find 
customary international law.  
 
3) Additional Protocol I did not codify customary international law related to 
 command responsibility 
 
The command responsibility provisions in Additional Protocol I are based on negotiation 
and compromise between States and do not necessarily reflect the state of customary 
international law when Additional Protocol I came into effect on 8 June 1977. Articles 86 
and 87 deal with command responsibility in international armed conflicts and mark the 
first time that command responsibility imposes penal sanctions for a failure to act in 
international law. States have been slow to ratify Additional Protocol I, which shows that 
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there was not the widespread, consistent State practice necessary to form customary 
international law in 1975-79.  Finally, when Additional Protocol I was drafted, it was 
meant to impose obligations on States, not individuals. 
 
g. Even if the ECCC could apply customary international law and command 

responsibility was part of customary international law at the time, the principle of 
legality does not allow its application at the ECCC 

 
The principle of nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege dictates that no one may be 
prosecuted unless at the time of the offense the act was specified in law to be a crime and 
a punishment was provided by law. In Cambodia, under Article 6 of the 1956 Penal 
Code, no crime can be punished by the application of penalties which were not 
pronounced by law before it was committed.  
 
Criminal liability must also be sufficiently foreseeable and accessible at the time the 
alleged criminal acts are committed.  Even if command responsibility could be 
considered part of customary international law in 1975-79, it was not defined with 
sufficient clarity for liability to be foreseeable to Mr IENG Sary. 
 
Lastly, the ECCC may not apply command responsibility as customary international law 
simply because it has been done at the ad hoc tribunals. These tribunals have not always 
respected the principle of nullum crimen sine lege. 
 
h. Command responsibility may not be applied to crimes listed in Article 3 new of the 

Establishment Law 
 
Article 3 new applies to domestic Cambodian crimes set forth in the 1956 Penal Code. 
Because command responsibility did not exist in domestic Cambodian law, it cannot be 
applied to domestic Cambodian crimes.  
 
i. Command responsibility may only be applied to international armed conflicts 
 
The post-WWII tribunals which applied command responsibility solely dealt with cases 
set in the context of an international armed conflict. Likewise Additional Protocol I, 
which has been relied upon in support of the existence of command responsibility in 
customary international law, is applicable only to international armed conflicts. 
Additional Protocol II, applicable to internal armed conflicts, does not contain a similar 
provision. The reasoning applied by the ICTY Appeals Chamber in Hadžihasanović, in 
which command responsibility was held applicable to war crimes that occurred in internal 
armed conflicts, is flawed. If the ECCC could apply customary international law and if 
command responsibility is considered customary international law during 1975-79, it 
could only be considered customary international law in relation to international armed 
conflicts. 
 
j. Command responsibility may only be applied to military commanders 
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Although command responsibility was sometimes applied to non-military superiors by 
the post-WWII tribunals, there was no widespread, consistent State practice to hold non- 
military superiors accountable for the acts of their subordinates at that time or in 1975-79. 
Further, Article 87 of Additional Protocol I makes specific reference to “military 
commanders.” 
 
k. Command responsibility requires a causal relationship between the superior’s actions 

and the crimes of his subordinates 
 
If the post-WWII cases are evidence of customary international law, they demonstrate 
that a superior may only be held liable through command responsibility where the 
underlying crimes occurred as a result of the superior’s omission. Although the ICTY has 
held that a causation requirement is not necessary, this position does not meet the 
requirements of customary international law.  The ICC Statute, which does require 
causation, more clearly reflects the development of customary international law.  
 
l. Command responsibility, if found to apply to civilian superiors, only requires them to 

prevent or punish crimes when they had a pre-existing duty to do so 
 
As a general legal principle, an omission will give rise to liability only if it is possible to 
establish a duty to act.  Civilian superiors may only be held liable for an omission to 
prevent or punish when these superiors first had a duty to prevent or punish.  Article 28 
of the ICC Statute creates a nexus between the crimes and the activities within the 
responsibility and control of the civilian superior. These requirements help protect against 
situations where a civilian superior is held liable for crimes committed by subordinates 
despite the fact that these crimes had nothing to do with the nature of the superior-
subordinate relationship. 
 
m. Command responsibility may not be applied to specific intent crimes such as 

genocide 
 
Command responsibility liability is inconsistent with specific intent crimes because a 
commander may be held liable under command responsibility when he or she did not 
intend for a crime to take place and may not have learned of its occurrence until after the 
fact. Specific intent crimes, like genocide, require that liability only attach to a crime 
when it was carried out with the requisite specific intent. 
 
Essence of Submission 
 
The OCIJ erred in rejecting the First Motion on the ground that it seeks declaratory relief 
and the Alternative Motion on the ground that it is duplicitous.  Applying command 
responsibility at the ECCC would violate the principle of nullum crimen sine lege. It is 
not part of Cambodian law, and it did not exist in customary international law in 1975-79. 
Should the ECCC decide to apply command responsibility, it may only do so within the 
limits outlined above. 


